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We consider the problem of setting up the Wigner distribution for states of a
quantum system whose configuration space is a Lie group. The basic properties of
Wigner distributions in the familiar Cartesian case are systematically generalized to
accommodate new features which arise when the configuration space changes from
n-dimensional Euclidean spaceR n to a Lie groupG. The notion of canonical
momentum is carefully analyzed, and the meanings of marginal probability distri-
butions and their recovery from the Wigner distribution are clarified. For the case of
compactG an explicit definition of the Wigner distribution is proposed, possessing
all the required properties. Geodesic curves inG which help introduce a notion of
the midpoint of two group elements play a central role in the construction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The method of Wigner distributions1 as a description of states of quantum mechanical syst
appeared in 1932, quite early in the history of quantum mechanics. For systems whose kine
is based upon a set of Heisenberg canonical commutation relations, it gives a way of des
both pure and mixed states in a classical phase space setting, at the level of density operato
it must be sharply distinguished in mathematical structure from the Hilbert space state vec
wave function description of states, which highlights the superposition principle of qua
mechanics. In the Wigner distribution language, this principle is not obvious or manifest, b
somewhat hidden in the formalism. On the other hand, the formation of convex classical sta
mixtures of general states to generate new states becomes much more obvious. Somewha
was appreciated that the Wigner distribution way of describing quantum mechanical states
to, or is naturally accompanied by, the Weyl ordering rule2—a convention by which one can set u
a one-to-one correspondence between operators in quantum theory~in the case of the Heisenber
commutation relations! andc-number dynamical phase space variables for the comparison
sical system. Thus expectation values for general quantum dynamical variables in genera
tum states can be faithfully expressed in the full operator-state vector language, or equally
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a completelyc-number classical phase space language. In this general scheme, the
Sp(2n,R) of linear canonical transformations forn Cartesian degrees of freedom, and the rela
two-fold covering group Mp(2n), play prominent roles.3

An important property of the Wigner distribution for a general quantum state is that wh
is a real function on the classical phase space, it is not always pointwise non-negative. Th
it is usually called a quasi probability distribution, and cannot be interpreted as a phase
probability density in the sense of classical statistical mechanics. However, the Wigner distri
does have the attractive property that the marginal distributions, obtained by integrating
either the momentum or the position variables, do reproduce the correct non-negative p
space and momentum space probability distributions respectively as specified by quantu
chanics. This recovery or reproducibility of correct marginal distributions is of course mainta
even after unitary action by any Mp(2n) element.

There have been several attempts4–15 over the years to generalize the method of Wign
distributions to handle quantum mechanical situations where the basic kinematics is defin
by Heisenberg-type canonical commutation relations, but by some Lie group which acts
covariance group of the system of interest.~As will become clear in the sequel, the traditional ca
is also governed by a group, namely the Abelian groupR n of translations inn-dimensional
Euclidean space.! A commonly studied group is SU~2!, in the context of spin systems as well a
two-level atoms. One of the important early efforts at providing a general group theoretical s
for the Wigner distribution is due to Stratonovich.16 In this context we should also mention th
comprehensive monograph of Dubinet al.17 It seems to us, however, that in most of these attem
the requirement that certain marginal probability distributions be recovered in a natural way
the Wigner distribution corresponding to a general quantum state, which as mentioned abov
important feature of the usual Cartesian case, is not discussed in a satisfactory manner; in s
these works this important aspect is not considered at all.

The aim of the present paper is to develop from first principles the basic features of qu
kinematics for a system whose configuration space is a general non-Abelian Lie groupG rather
than a Cartesian spaceR n, and then set up a corresponding Wigner distribution formalism wh
respects the requirement that natural marginal probability distributions are reproduced in a
manner. This involves several extensions or modifications of the familiar formalism in the C
sian case. The role of Schro¨dinger wave functions is of course now played by complex squ
integrable functions onG, and after normalization each such wave function determines a p
ability distribution overG. The meaning and definition of canonical momentum variables,
determination of the momentum space probability distribution for a given state, are how
nontrivial questions in which the many structural features associated withG play important roles.
In particular for a non-AbelianG canonical momenta in quantum theory become noncommu
operators, leading to deep changes in the meaning of momentum eigenstates, momentum
values and momentum space, etc. It is here that the unitary representation theory ofG plays an
important role. We show that all these features can be properly taken into account, and
satisfactory Wigner distribution can be set up as a function of carefully chosen arguments
turns out to have simple transformation properties underG action and also to reproduce th
marginal position and momentum space probability distributions properly.

It needs to be emphasised that our interest in developing a Wigner distribution formalis
systems whose configuration space is a non-Abelian group is not purely academic. In fact
are many familiar systems which fall in this category. A general rigid body which has the g
SO~3! as its configuration space is a case in point. Another well studied example in this cat
is the relativistic spherical top18 whose configuration space is the noncompact group SO~3,1!.

The material of this paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we recall the main definition
properties of Wigner distributions in the Cartesian situation. We emphasize several familia
tures in this case: the possibility of use of the classical phase space as the domain of defin
Wigner distributions; the roles of the groups Sp(2n,R) and Mp(2n); the reality but in general loss
of pointwise positivity of Wigner distributions; and the recovery of the coordinate space
momentum space probability distributions for a given state by integrating over half the argu
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of the Wigner distribution. Section III describes briefly the properties of Wigner distribution
the angle-angular momentum case.19 This brings out some new features, namely, loss of
classical phase space as the domain of definition of Wigner distributions, and absence of r
ments for the groups Sp(2n,R) and Mp(2n), which indicate the type of changes we should exp
in the case of a general Lie group. Section IV analyzes in some detail the classical phase sp
goes with a non-Abelian Lie groupG as configuration space. Both global intrinsic and loc
coordinate based descriptions are given, and the associated classical Poisson bracket rela
developed and described in several ways. In particular a careful analysis of the concept of c
canonical momenta in this case is provided. The transition to quantum mechanics, bas
Schrödinger wave functions overG, is then outlined. It is emphasised that a naive generaliza
of the usual canonical Heisenberg commutation relations is not possible, and all the conc
position operators, momentum operators and their commutation relations have to be treate
care. A brief Sec. V indicates the kinds of new features we may expect to appear, based
results and discussions of Sec. III and IV. In Sec. VI we pose the main problem of defining W
distributions in a suitable way, with suitable choice of arguments, subject to the main require
already mentioned above: reasonable transformation laws underG action, recovery of margina
probability distributions, and capturing the full information contained in a general pure or m
quantum state. We propose a solution to this problem, possessing all the desired propert
find that our solution uses in an essential and interesting manner the concept and prope
geodesics inG leading to the notion of a midpoint of two group elements, a key ingredient in
construction. For definiteness we confine ourselves to the case of compactG. Section VII shows
how the known results of Secs. II and III, for Cartesian quantum mechanics and for the
angular-momentum pair, are easily recovered from the general case. They correspond act
the choicesG5R n and G5SO(2), which are both Abelian and, respectively, noncompact a
compact. The case ofG5SU(2) is then briefly considered, giving adequate background detai
that the structure of the Wigner distribution can be easily appreciated. Some of the imp
differences compared to the Cartesian case, as well as to earlier approaches, are me
Section VIII contains some concluding remarks. We have included two appendices. Appen
recollects basic results from the theory of the regular representation ofG in the compact case
based essentially on the Peter–Weyl theorem. In addition certain useful operator structures
up, which help us understand better the construction of Wigner distributions in Sec. VI. App
B discusses the question of completeness of the information content in the Wigner distribut
up in Sec. VI, and generalizations of the Weyl exponential operators to the non-Abelian Lie
case.

II. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION IN THE CARTESIAN CASE

It is useful to recall briefly the usual definition and the basic properties of the Wigner d
bution in the case of Cartesian quantum mechanics, and to highlight those important fe
which are likely to need generalization when we later take up the treatment of quantum mec
on a general Lie group.

We consider a quantum system whose kinematics is based on 2n Hermitian irreducible Car-
tesian position and momentum operatorsq̂r ,p̂r ,r 51,2,...,n, obeying the standard Heisenbe
commutation relations

@ q̂r ,p̂s#5 i\d rs , @ q̂r ,q̂s#5@ p̂r ,p̂s#50, r ,s51,2,...,n. ~2.1!

It is useful to express these relations more compactly by defining a 2n-dimensional column vecto
with Hermitian operator entries,

ĵ5~ ĵa!5~ q̂1 ...q̂n p̂1 ...p̂n!T, a51,2,...,2n, ~2.2!

and a real antisymmetric nondegenerate 2n dimensional symplectic metric matrixb as
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b5S 0n3n 1n3n

21n3n 0n3n
D . ~2.3!

Then Eq.~2.1! can be written as

@ ĵa ,ĵb#5 i\bab . ~2.4!

These commutation relations and the Hermiticity properties are preserved when we subj
operatorsĵa to a real linear transformation by any matrix of the symplectic group Sp(2n,R):

Sp~2n,R!5$S52n32n real matrix uSbST5b%, ~2.5a!

S P Sp~2n,R!: ĵa→ ĵa85Sabĵb ,

@ ĵa8 ,ĵb8#5 i\bab . ~2.5b!

On account of the Stone–von Neumann theorem, such linear transformations must be u
induced; i.e., for eachS P Sp(2n,R), there exists a unitary operator U(̄S), determined up to a
phase, such that

ĵa85Sabĵb5Ū~S!21ĵaŪ~S!. ~2.6!

These unitary operators give a unitary representation of Sp(2n,R) up to phases which cannot b
totally eliminated, but can at best be reduced to a sign ambiguity:

S8,S P Sp~2n,R!:Ū~S8!Ū~S!56Ū~S8S!. ~2.7!

This situation may be expressed by the statement that one is actually dealing here with
representation of the group Mp(2n) which is a double cover of Sp(2n,R). These objects will be
seen to play important roles in the theory of Wigner distributions in the present case.

Vectors in the Hilbert spaceH on which theĵa are irreducibly represented may be describ
by their Schro¨dinger wave functions in the usual manner,

uc&PH:c~qI !5^qI uc&,

^qI 8uqI &5d (n)~qI 82qI !, ~2.8!

^cuc&5ici25E
R n

dnquc~qI !u2.

The ~ideal! kets uqI & are simultaneous eigenvectors of then commuting position operatorsq̂r ,r

51,...,n. Alternatively we may describe them by their momentum space wave functionsc̃(pI ) by
taking the overlap with simultaneous eigenvectors of the commuting momentum operatorp̂r ,r
51,...,n:

c̃~pI !5^pI uc&5E
R n

dnq

~2p\!n/2c~qI !exp~2 i pI •qI /\!,

^qI upI &5~2p\!2n/2 exp~ i qI •pI /\!, ~2.9!

^cuc&5E
R n

dnpuc̃~pI !u2.
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Given a pure stateuc& of the above quantum system, the corresponding Wigner distributio
a functionW(qI ,pI ) of 2n classical real variables, i.e., a function onR 2n. In analogy with Eq.~2.2!
we assemble the argumentsq1¯qn p1¯pn into a real 2n-component column vectorj5(ja)
5(q1¯qn p1¯pn)T, and thenW(j) is defined by a partial Fourier transformation:

W~j!5~2p\!2nE
R n

dnq8 c~qI 2 1
2qI 8!c~qI 1 1

2qI 8!* exp~ i pI •qI 8/\!. ~2.10!

Here the dependence ofW(j) on c is left implicit. For a general mixed state we defineW(j)
through the configuration space matrix elements of the density operatorr̂,

W~j!5~2p\!2nE
R n

dnq8^qI 2 1
2qI 8ur̂uqI 1 1

2qI 8&exp~ i pI •qI 8/\!, ~2.11!

once again leaving the dependence onr̂ implicit. It is clear by construction thatW(j) is a real
phase space function. The recovery of the proper non-negative marginal probability distribut
demonstrated by

E
R n

dnp W~j!5uc~qI !u2,

~2.12!

E
R n

dnq W~j!5uc̃~pI !u2.

On the other hand, ifW(j) andW8(j) correspond, respectively, tor̂ and r̂8, it is easily shown
that

Tr~ r̂8r̂ !5~2p\!2nE
R 2n

d2nj W8~j!W~j!>0. ~2.13!

But since it is easy to construct cases where the trace on the left-hand side actually vanish
can expect that in generalW(j) becomes negative in some regions ofR 2n. Indeed, the simples
explicit example showing this is the expression for the Wigner function for the first excited
of the harmonic oscillator in one dimension. Takingn51 and setting\51 for simplicity, we have

c~q!5
&

p1/4q e2q2/2→W~j!5
2

p S q21p22
1

2D e2q22p2
. ~2.14!

In this context it is interesting to recall the following two results~again in one dimension! as
indicative of the characteristic features of Wigner distributions.

~i! Hudson:20 For a pure statec(q) the Wigner function is pointwise non-negative if and on
if c(q) @and henceW(j) as well# is a ~complex! Gaussian.

~ii ! Folland-Sitaram:21 If W(j) has compact support inR 2, it must vanish identically.
Under the unitary action of Mp(2n) on r̂, W(j) experiences a simple point transformatio

r̂85Ū~S!r̂Ū~S!21⇔W8~j!5W~S21j!, SPSp~2n,R!. ~2.15!

Thus we have covariance under the group Sp(2n,R) which is the maximal linear homogeneou
group mixingq’s andp’s. This combined with the results of Eq.~2.12! shows that we recover th
correct marginal probability distributions by integrating over half the variables inW(j) even after
action by any Sp(2n,R) transformation.

The sense in which the definitions~2.10! and~2.11! of the Wigner distribution are dual to th
Weyl ordering rule is as follows. The latter rule associates with each elementary classical
nential a corresponding elementary operator exponential,
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exp~ i lI •qI 2 i mI •pI !→exp~ i lI •qÎ 2 i mI •pÎ !, ~2.16!

wherelI andmI are arbitrary real vectors inR n; and this is then extended by linearity and Four
transformation to general classical functions, say

f ~qI ,pI ![ f ~j!→F̂. ~2.17!

Then the dual relationship is expressed by the equality of two ways of computing qua
expectation values,

Tr~ r̂ exp~ i lI •qÎ 2 i mI •pÎ !!5~2p\!2nE
R 2n

d2nj W~j!exp~ i lI •qI 2 i mI •pI !,

~2.18!

Tr~ r̂F̂ !5~2p\!2nE
R 2n

d2njW~j! f ~j!.

The definition~2.10! givesW(j) for a given pure statec(qI ). By polarization we can obtain
a sesquilinear expression: for any two pure statesc, w we can set up a~generally complex! Wigner
distribution

Wc,w~j!5~2p\!2nE
R n

dnq8 c~qI 2 1
2qI 8!w~qI 1 1

2qI 8!* exp~ i pI •qI 8/\!, ~2.19!

linear in c and antilinear inw. Under complex conjugation we have

Wc,w~j!* 5Ww,c~j!, ~2.20!

and both the formula~2.13! and the Mp(2n) covariance law~2.15! can be easily extended for suc
objects. For some purposes such expressions may be useful, but we do not make much
them.

While all of the foregoing is quite familiar, it is useful to make the following addition
remarks. It is characteristic of the Heisenberg commutation relations~2.1! that even after quanti-
zation, i.e., within quantum mechanics, the possible~sets of simultaneous! eigenvalues of the
~commuting! momentap̂r by themselves do not suffer any quantization. Thus a general s
eigenvaluespr ,r 51,...,n for p̂r determines a general point inR n, just as the eigenvaluesqr of
the position operatorsq̂r do. It is ultimately this that allows us to describe quantum states for s
systems via Wigner distributions over the classical phase spaceT* R n.R 2n, a general point
(qI ,pI ) of which is made up of~nonsimultaneous! eigenvalue setsqI ,pI for the ~noncommuting!
operator setsq̂r ,p̂r . The appearance and use of the classical phase space here is not as a r
taking the classical or semiclassical limit of the quantum theory, but is a way of expressin
exact content of the quantum theory in a fullyc-number language. The role and relevance of
groups Sp(2n,R),Mp(2n) in Cartesian quantum mechanics can really be traced back to t
facts; it makes sense to form canonical linear combinations of Cartesianq̂’s and p̂’s. The impor-
tance of these remarks is seen from a comparison with the case of an angle-angular mom
pair,19 and the proper way to set up Wigner distributions in that case. We recall this briefly i
next section, emphasizing the differences compared to the Cartesian situation.

III. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION IN THE ANGLE-ANGULAR MOMENTUM CASE

For a classical angle variableuP(2p,p), the configuration spaceQ is the circleS1; so at the
classical level the phase space or cotangent bundle is the cylinderT* S1.S13R. This contains, in
addition to the coordinateu, a generalized momentum,pu say, which can be any real numbe
puPR. Now in the quantum situation we have an angle operatorû with eigenvaluesu

P(2p,p), and a conjugate angular momentum operatorM̂ whose eigenvalues are quantized a
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commutation relation betweenû andM̂ ; rather their mutual relationship is best expressed thro
these eigenvalue and eigenvector statements,

ûuu&5uuu&, uP~2p,p!,

^u8uu&5d~u82u!, ~3.1a!

M̂ um&5m\um&, mPZ,

^m8um&5dm8m , ~3.1b!

^uum&5~2p!21/2exp~ imu!, ~3.1c!

E
2p

p

duuu&^uu5 (
mPZ

um&^mu51. ~3.1d!

The Hilbert spaceH relevant here isL2(2p,p).,2. Now we define the bounded unitary exp
nentials~Weyl exponentials!

U~n!5exp~ in û !, nPZ,
~3.2!

V~t!5exp~2 i tM̂ !, tP~2p,p!.

@We do not need to define the more generalU(s),V(t) for s,tPR.] In contrast to the Cartesian
case where bothq̂ and p̂ are unbounded, here onlyM̂ is unbounded. Then, for a given pure sta
uc&P H with wave functionc(u)5^uuc&, the Wigner distribution is a real functionW(u,m) of
an angleu and an integerm defined as follows:

W~u,m!5
1

2p E
2p

p

dt c~u1t/2!c~u2t/2!* e2 imt, ~3.3!

the arguments ofc andc* always being in the range (2p,p) via shifts of amounts62p. We
note that the pair (u,m) is not a point in the classical phase spaceT* S1, just because the
‘‘momentum’’ eigenvaluem is quantized. The definition~3.3! reproduces the marginals correctl

E
2p

p

du W~u,m!5u^muc&u2,

~3.4!

(
mPZ

W~u,m!5u^uuc&u2.

There is an accompanying dual Weyl operator correspondence as well: it takes elementa
sical exponentials onS13Z into specific products of theU ’s andV’s of Eq. ~3.2!:

exp~ inu2 i tm!→U~n!V~t!e2 int/25V~t!U~n!eint/2,
~3.5a!

nPZ, tP~2p,p!,

^cuU~n!V~t!e2 int/2uc&5E
2p

p

du (
mPZ

W~u,m!ei (nu2tm). ~3.5b!
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@The operator exponentials in~3.5a! cannot be combined into single exponentials.# It is the case
that the operatorsU(n)V(t)e2 int/2 for all nPZ and tP(2p,p) do form a complete~trace
orthonormal! basis for all operators onH; and what the Weyl rule here does is to place a
operatorF̂ on H in correspondence with a classical functionf (u,m) on S13Z, not on T* S1

.S13R.
One appreciates that here a certain amount of quantization is already incorporated in

classical phase space structure, before the Wigner distribution can be defined in a reasona
There is also no room for the groups Sp(2,R) and Mp(2).These characteristic differences com
pared to the Cartesian case will get magnified in the case of a general Lie group.

The replacements for Eqs.~2.11! and ~2.13! of the Cartesian case turn out to be as follow

W~u,m!5
1

2p E
2p

p

dt^u1t/2ur̂uu2t/2&e2 imt,

~3.6!

Tr~ r̂8r̂ !5 (
mPZ

E
2p

p

du W8~u,m!W~u,m!.

Thus from the latter we can see again that in generalW(u,m), though real, can becom
negative for some arguments.

In concluding this section, we mention one interesting case which has no Cartesian ana
SinceM̂ has a discrete spectrum, its eigenvectors are normalizable, and in that case we fi

uc&5um0& : W~u,m!5
1

2p
dm,m0

. ~3.7!

Clearly both of Eqs.~3.4! are satisfied.

IV. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM MECHANICS ON PHASE SPACE OF A LIE GROUP

As a preliminary step towards setting up the Wigner distribution formalism for quan
systems with kinematics based on a general Lie group, we first briefly recall the important fe
of the corresponding classical situation.22

Let G be a connected Lie group of dimensionn, and let us regard it as the configuration spa
Q of a classical dynamical system. Then the generalized coordinate for the system is a v
elementgPG. The corresponding phase spaceT* Q is the cotangent bundleT* G. We can de-
scribeT* G in intrinsic purely geometric terms, which has the advantage of being globally
defined. However from the point of view of facilitating practical calculations in any partic
case, and so as to avoid being too cryptic, it is also useful to develop local coordinate
descriptions ofT* G. We outline the former first, and then turn to the latter.

Intrinsic descriptions of T* G: As is well known, every Lie group is a parallelizable differe
tiable manifold. Therefore, if we denote the Lie algebra ofG by GI , and the dual toGI by GI * , it
turns out thatT* G is essentially the Cartesian productG3GI * . This equivalence can be esta
lished in two equally good ways, neither of which is preferred. For definiteness we identifyGI and
GI * as the tangent and cotangent spaces toG at the identitye,

GI 5TeG, GI * 5Te* G. ~4.1!

The Lie groupG automatically brings with it the set of left translationsLg and the set of right
translationsRg . These are mutually commuting realizations ofG by mappings ofG onto itself.
Their definitions and main properties are

Lg :g8PG→gg8PG,
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-

Lg1
+Lg2

5Lg1g2
;

Rg :g8PG→g8g21PG, ~4.2!

Rg1
+Rg2

5Rg1g2
;

Lg1
+Rg2

5Rg2
+Lg1

.

The corresponding tangent maps and pull backs act as nonsingular linear transformations
tangent and cotangent spaces respectively at general points ofG, according to the following
scheme:

~Lg!* :Tg8G→Tgg8G,
~4.3a!

~Rg!* :Tg8G→Tg8g21G,

Lg* :Tg8
* G→Tg21g8

* G,

~4.3b!
Rg* :Tg8

* G→Tg8g
* G.

Now introduce dual bases$er%,$e
r%,r 51,2,...,n for TeG, Te* G,

GI 5TeG5Sp$er%, GI * 5Te* G5Sp$er%,
~4.4!

^er ,es&5ds
r , r ,s51,2,...,n.

By applying the tangent maps to$er% at e, we obtain two sets of bases at eachTgG, in fact two
bases for general vector fields onG,

Xr~g!5~Rg21!* ~er !,

X̃r~g!5~Lg!* ~2er !, ~4.5!

TgG5Sp$Xr~g!%5Sp$X̃r~g!%.

@The negative sign in the second line is to secure common commutation relations in Eq~4.6!
below.# The vector fields$Xr% are right invariant and are the generators of the left translationsLg ,
while the vector fields$X̃r% are left invariant and generate the right translationsRg . Each set
obeys the commutation relations~commutators among vector fields!! characterizing the Lie alge
bra GI of G and involving structure constantsf rs

t ,

@Xr ,Xs#5 f rs
tXt ,

@X̃r ,X̃s#5 f rs
tX̃t , ~4.6!

@Xr ,X̃s#50.

We naturally have two dual bases for the cotangent spacesTg* G:

Tg* G5Sp$u r~g!%5Sp$ũ r~g!%,

^u r~g!,Xs~g!&5^ũ r~g!,X̃s~g!&5ds
r ,
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u r~g!5Rg* ~er !,

ũ r~g!5Lg21* ~2er !. ~4.7!

In terms of these forms, the commutation relations~4.6! appear as the Maurer–Cartan relation

du r1 1
2 f st

rus∧u t50,

~4.8!
dũ r1 1

2 f st
r ũs∧ ũ t50.

At eachg P G the two sets of objects are related by then3n matricesD(g)5(D s
r(g)) of the

adjoint representation ofG (superscript5row, subscript5column index!:

X̃r~g!52D r
s~g!Xs~g!,

~4.9!
u r~g!52D s

r~g!ũs~g!.

The important point is that all these maps, objects and relationships are globally well defin
With this geometric preparation, we can easily see in two ways why the phase spaceT* G is

essentially the productG3GI * . A general point inT* G is a pair (g,v) where gPG and v

PTg* G. But we can expandv in either of the two bases$u r(g)%,$ũ r(g)% for Tg* G, and use the
expansion coefficients to synthesize elements inTe* G5GI * ,

v5v ru
r~g!5Rg* ~v re

r !PTg* G⇔v05v re
rPGI * , ~4.10a!

v52ṽ r ũ
r~g!5Lg21* ~ṽ re

r !PTg* G⇔ṽ05ṽ re
rPGI * . ~4.10b!

Each of these ways of setting up correspondences gives a globally well-defined method o
tifying T* G with G3GI * . For givenvPTg* G, v0 andṽ0 are related by the coadjoint represe
tation of G, since

ṽ r5D r
s~g!vs . ~4.11!

The above development displays the structure of the classical phase spaceT* G in an intrinsic
and globally well-defined manner; in particular it brings out the fact that as a bundle over the
G, T* G is trivial. ~In contrast, for example,T* S2 is nontrivial!. Now, as stated earlier, we link u
to local coordinate based descriptions more suited to practical computations and statem
Poisson bracket relations.

Local coordinate descriptions of T* G: In general the elements of a Lie groupG cannot be
described with the help of coordinates in a globally smooth manner. In particular this is so iG is
compact. One has to work with charts or locally defined coordinates, with well-defined tran
rules in overlaps, etc. For simplicity we will work within a single chart over some open ne
borhood of the identity; the setting up of a suitable notation to handle a collection of charts
principle quite straightforward but is omitted.

Let the elementgPG be labeled byn real independent continuous coordinatesqr ,r
51,2,...,n; as a convention we setqr50 at e. Theseq’s are numerical generalized coordinate
especially in caseG is compact, each of them is expected to be an angle type variable. To th
of coordinatesqr corresponds the elementg(q)PG. We identify the basis elementser ,er for TeG
andTe* G, Eq. ~4.4!, as

er5S ]

]qr D
0

, er5~dqr !0 . ~4.12!
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For practical convenience it is often useful to work with some faithful matrix representation oG.
This has nothing to do with quantization per se, but is just a convenient way of handlingG less
abstractly than otherwise. In this sense letA(q) be some faithful matrix representation ofG; we
identify its generator matrices and commutation relations by

A~dq!.12 idqrTr ,
~4.13!

@Tr ,Ts#5 i f rs
tTt .

The product of two elementsA(q8),A(q) is written as

A~q8!A~q!5A~ f ~q8;q!!, ~4.14!

where then functions f r(q8;q) of 2n real arguments each express the composition law inG.
Certain important auxiliary functions play an important role; their definitions and some prop
are summarized here,

hs
r~q!5S ] f r

]q8s ~q8;q! D
q850

,

~4.15a!

h̃s
r~q!5S ] f r

]q8s ~q;q8! D
q850

,

~js
r~q!!5~hs

r~q!!21,
~4.15b!

~ j̃s
r~q!!5~ h̃s

r~q!!21,

f ~dq;q!.q1h~q!dq,
~4.15c!

f ~q;dq!.q1h̃~q!dq,

hs
r~q!

]A~q!

]qr 52 iTsA~q!,

~4.15d!

h̃s
r~q!

]A~q!

]qr 52 iA~q!Ts .

@For matrix operations here, superscripts~subscripts! are row~column! indices.# The vector fields
and one forms in Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.7! have the following local expressions:

Xr5h r
s~q!

]

]qs , X̃r52h̃ r
s~q!

]

]qs ,

~4.16!
u r5js

r~q!dqs, ũ r52 j̃s
r~q!dqs,

and the adjoint representation matricesD(g) are given by the product

D~g~q!!5j~q!h̃~q!. ~4.17!

In the sense of classical canonical mechanics when we go toT* G we have~local! canonically
conjugate momentum variablespr ,r 51,2,...,n; and the basic classical Poisson bracket~PB!
relations are

$qr ,ps%5ds
r , $qr ,qs%5$pr ,ps%50. ~4.18!
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As for the ranges of these variables, while the structure ofG determines the nature of theqr , it is
generally assumed that eachpr ranges independently over the entire real lineR. In other words,
Tg* G.R n at eachgPG.

While both the coordinatesqr and the momentapr have so far a local character, it is possib
to replace the latter by certainq-dependent linear combinations which are then globally w
defined. They express the structure of the phase spaceT* G in a much more natural way. We ge
a clue to their definitions by noticing, upon combining the PB relations

$A~q!,pr%5
]A~q!

]qr ~4.19!

with Eq. ~4.15d!, that

$A~q!,hs
r~q!pr%52 iTsA~q!,

~4.20!
$A~q!,2h̃s

r~q!pr%5 iA~q!Ts .

These relations lead us to define generalized canonical momentum like variablesJr ,J̃r as follows:

Jr5h r
s~q!ps , J̃r52h̃ r

s~q!ps . ~4.21!

The connection between the two sets is

J̃r52D r
s~g~q!!Js , ~4.22!

and, consistent with Eqs.~4.13! and ~4.15d!, their PB relations are

$Jr ,Js%5 f rs
tJt ,

$J̃r ,J̃s%5 f rs
tJ̃t , ~4.23!

$Jr ,J̃s%50.

The complete coordinate-based description of the basic PB relations obtaining onT* G can now
be given in many equally good ways, and we list all of them~allowing for some repetition!:

$qr ,qs%50, ~4.24a!

$qr ,Js%5hs
r~q!,

$qr ,J̃s%52h̃s
r~q!,

~4.24b!
$A~q!,Jr%52 iTrA~q!,

$A~q!,J̃r%5 iA~q!Tr ,

$Jr ,Js%5 f rs
tJt ,

$Jr ,J̃s%50, ~4.24c!

$J̃r ,J̃s%5 f rs
tJ̃t .

It is thus best to view the set ofJr ~or J̃r) as the covariant momentum canonically conjugate to
group elementgPG as a generalized coordinate.
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At this point, in the present framework, we recognize that the Lie group underlying
kinematic structure of Cartesian quantum mechanics forn degrees of freedom, expressed by t
Heisenberg commutation relations~2.1! and ~2.3!, is the Abelian translation groupG5R n in n
real dimensions. In this case, the coordinatesqr ,r 51,2,...,n denoting an element ofR n are
globally well defined, andT* G5T* R n.R 2n, corresponding to the Cartesian phase spaceq’s
and p’s. Due to the group being Abelian, the structure constants vanish; then3n matrices
h(q),j(q),h̃(q),j̃(q) of Eq. ~4.15a! and~4.15b! all reduce to the identity matrix; the momentaJr

and J̃r essentially coincide asJr52 J̃r5pr ; and the PB relations~4.24! reduce to the familiar
classical forms for which the Heisenberg relations~2.1! are the quantized version. We have n
difficulty in principle in postulating quantum kinematics through these commutation relation

However the angle-angular momentum case briefly described in Sec. III corresponds
groupG5U(1).SO(2) which is of course also Abelian. But one immediately sees new fea
emerging. For instance, the angle variableu is not a globally well-defined coordinate overG. It is
also not very satisfactory, due to operator domain problems, to postulate simple m
Heisenberg-type commutation relations betweenû and its canonical conjugateM̂ in the quantum
case. This is over and above the fact that nowM̂ is quantized. Thus in theG5SO(2) case, it is
better to base the treatment on the set of relations for operators, eigenvalues, and eigen
collected in Eqs.~3.1!.

Turning to a general Lie groupG where the classical PB structure onT* G is conveyed by any
of the forms given in Eqs.~4.24!, it should be evident that we should not base the quan
kinematics on a naive set of commutation relations for operator forms of the group coordinaqr

and the momentaJr ,J̃r . Rather, while the latter can be satisfactorily handled~and this just
involves the representation theory ofG), the treatment of the abstract group elementg as a
coordinate operator after quantization has to be handled somewhat differently.

Quantum kinematics for the Lie group case: We now motivate the forms of the replacemen
for the Heisenberg canonical commutation relations~2.1! and~2.4! when we consider a quantum
system whose configuration spaceQ is a Lie group G. Just as we identifiedG5R n for
n-dimensional Cartesian quantum mechanics, where we know that the Schro¨dinger wave functions
are complex valued square integrable functions onR n, we should now expect that the Schr¨-
dinger wave functions should be complex valued square integrable~in a suitable sense! functions
on G. The question now is: with what algebraic operator relations do we replace the e
canonicalq̂– p̂ commutation relations?

If we try to avoid the use of~local! coordinates for group elements, in the interests of being
intrinsic as possible, we might be tempted to imagine the following: upon quantization, the
sical generalized coordinategPG is replaced by an ‘‘operatorĝ’’ for which the possible ‘‘eigen-
values’’ are the classical abstract group elements. However this seems excessively formal.
reasonable strategy would be to first set up a classical commutative algebraA, say, of all smooth,
i.e., C `, real valued functionsf (g) on G,

g P G→ f ~g! P R: f P A,
~4.25!

f 1 , f 2 P A⇒c1f 11c2f 2 , f 1f 2 P A.

Here thec’s are real numbers, and the above choice of functionsf PA captures the differentiable
manifold structure ofG. The left and right translationsLg ,Rg of Eq. ~4.2! now act onA as
follows:

Left action, g8PG: f ~g!→ f ~g821g!,
~4.26!

Right action, g8PG: f ~g!→ f ~gg8!.

Upon quantization we ask for an Abelian operator algebraÂ, say, consisting of Hermitian opera
tors such that in a natural way we ensure
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f PA→ f̂ PÂ,

f 1 , f 2 PA⇒c1f 11c2f 2→c1 f̂ 11c2 f̂ 2 , ~4.27!

f 1f 2→ f̂ 1 f̂ 2 .

This is the replacement for theq̂– q̂ part of the canonical relations~2.1!, and is the quantized
version of the PB relations$qr ,qs%50 in Eq. ~4.24a!, in a globally well-defined form.

Turning to the quantization of the remaining PB relations in Eqs.~4.24b! and~4.24c!, we can
work either with finite group elements or with infinitesimal generators. In the former, we as
unitary operator familiesV(g),Ṽ(g) realizing the left and right translation groups onG, and
producing onÂ the effects implied by Eq.~4.26!,

f ~g!PA→ f̂ PÂ⇒

f ~g821g!→V~g8! f̂ V~g8!21, ~4.28a!

f ~gg8!→Ṽ~g8! f̂ Ṽ~g8!21, g8PG,

V~g1!V~g2!5V~g1g2!,
~4.28b!

Ṽ~g1!Ṽ~g2!5Ṽ~g1g2!,

V~g1!Ṽ~g2!5Ṽ~g2!V~g1!. ~4.28c!

The operator relations~4.28a! are the quantized and finite forms of the PB relations in~4.24b!
involving $qr or A(q), Js or J̃s%; while the operator relations~4.28b! and~4.28c! are the integrated
forms of the result of quantizing the PB relations~4.24c! keeping track of course of the globa
connectivity properties ofG. The latter can also be expressed at the generator level. If

generators ofV(g),Ṽ(g) are Ĵr , Ĵ̃r , respectively, we require them to be Hermitian and to obe

@ Ĵr ,Ĵs#5 i f rs
tĴt ,

@ Ĵ̃r , Ĵ̃s#5 i f rs
tĴ̃t ,

~4.29!
@ Ĵr , Ĵ̃s#50,

Ĵ̃r52D r
s~g!Ĵs .

In comparison to the canonical commutation relations~2.1!, we see that Eq.~4.28a! corre-
spond to theq̂– p̂ part, and Eqs.~4.28b!, ~4.28c!, and~4.29! correspond to thep̂– p̂ part, respec-
tively. Thus the complete set of algebraic relations expressing quantum kinematics for qu
mechanics on a Lie group as configuration space are Eqs.~4.27!, ~4.28a!–~4.28c!, ~4.29!. These
have to be realized irreducibly on a suitable Hilbert space.

A clarifying remark may be made at this point. If we were looking only for a unitary rep
sentation~UR! or unitary irreducible representation~UIR! of G, the only commutation relations to
be satisfied would be those among the Hermitian generators,Ĵr say, of such a UR or UIR. Bu
these comprise only a part—thep̂– p̂ part—of the complete set of algebraic relations develop
above; and do not include the operators inÂ which represent smooth functions onG and which
capture the notion of position operator in this case. Conversely, a single UIR ofG on some Hilbert
space, over which theĴr act irreducibly, is here the analogue of a single simultaneous~ideal!
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eigenvector of all the~commuting! momentap̂r . The latter is always one dimensional becauseR n

is Abelian—there is just one~ideal! eigenvectorupI & of the p̂r for given eigenvaluespr . With a
general non-Abelian Lie groupG, the analogue of a ‘‘momentum eigenstate’’ is a~finite or infinite
dimensional! UIR of G.

A natural representation of all the algebraic relations imposed above is via the regular
sentation ofG. We will hereafter always assume that there is a unique~up to a factor! left and
right translation invariant volume element dg on G, the Haar measure, which in the compact ca
will be normalized so thatG has total volume unity,

f PA:E
G

dg f~g!5E
G

dg f~g821g!5E
G

dg f~gg8!,

~4.30!

E
G

dg51 if G compact.

In local coordinatesqr for G, apart from a normalization factor, this volume element involves
determinants of the matricesj(q), j̃(q) defined in~4.15b!,

dg5det~j~q!!dnq5det~ j̃~q!!dnq. ~4.31!

Then the Hilbert spaceH5L2(G) is defined, in the ‘‘Schro¨dinger representation,’’ as

H5H c~g!PCuici25E
G

dguc~g!u2,`J . ~4.32!

On this space the required operatorsf̂ PÂ,V(g8),Ṽ(g8) are easily defined,

f ~g!PA→ f̂ PÂ: ~ f̂ c!~g!5 f ~g!c~g!,

~V~g8!c!~g!5c~g821g!, ~4.33!

~Ṽ~g8!c!~g!5c~gg8!.

This is indeed an irreducible representation of the complete algebraic system as is sho
Appendix A.

In local coordinates if we writec(g) asc(q), the generatorsĴr , Ĵ̃r are immediately obtained
as

Ĵr52 ih r
s~q!

]

]qs ,

Ĵ̃r5 i h̃ r
s~q!

]

]qs , ~4.34!

V~dq!.12 idqrĴr , Ṽ~dq!.12 idqr Ĵ̃r .

Thus these generators are essentially the vector fieldsXr ,X̃r defined earlier in Eqs.~4.5! and
~4.16!, but now interpreted as Hermitian operators onL2(G).

It is for the elementsuc& in the Hilbert spaceH of Eq. ~4.32! that we wish to set up a Wigne
distribution formalism with natural properties.
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V. NEW FEATURES TO BE ACCOMMODATED

For Cartesian quantum mechanics we have the well-known Stone–von Neumann th
which states that up to unitary equivalence there is only one irreducible representation of H
ian operatorsq̂r ,p̂r obeying the Heisenberg relations~2.1!. This irreducible representation is o
course describable in many ways—position representation withq̂r diagonal; momentum represen
tation with p̂r diagonal; Fock basis; coherent states, etc. WhenR n here is replaced by a gener
Lie groupG, we have already appreciated that the basic building block for the quantum the
not a UIR of G, but an irreducible representation of the entire algebraic system consistin
Â,V(•) and Ṽ(•). A single UIR ofG is too small to support the action of a group element a
generalized coordinate. To achieve this many UIR’s ofG have to be put together in a caref
manner.

As for UIR’s of G, we recall several familiar facts. IfG is compact, every UIR is finite
dimensional. IfG is noncompact simple, then every nontrivial UIR is infinite dimensional; ev
finite-dimensional representation is nonunitary; and in addition there are infinite dimens
nonunitary representations.

We will for the most part and for definiteness consider the case of a compact simple Lie
G. A natural irreducible representation of the entire algebraic structure we are interested
given, as we have seen, by the regular representation. The main features and auxiliary op
associated with it, and some notations, are given in Appendix A.

In passing we mention the fact that while for compactG every UIR is seen in the regula
representation, in the noncompact case there are UIR’s~the exceptional series! not contained in the
regular representation.

One last general comment is important before proceeding. As we have seen in gene
momenta of our problem are noncommuting operators. This is a genuine new feature ab
Cartesian quantum mechanics, and it has significant consequences. We have seen hints o
the angle-angular momentum case in Sec. III, even though there was only one momentM̂

involved. For generalG, the momentaĴr , Ĵ̃r cannot all be simultaneously diagonal and th
spectra undergo quantization. Therefore the space of arguments of the Wigner distribution
be carefully chosen; it is definitely not a function on the classical phase spaceT* G in general. By
the same token, there are in general no analogues to the groups Sp(2n,R),Mp(2n) which are so
important in the Cartesian case.

VI. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION IN THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION

Let uc&PH5L2(G) be a normalized state vector. The corresponding ‘‘position space’’ p
ability density is a probability distribution on the groupG given by @cf. Eq. ~A5!#,

uc~g!u25u^guc&u2. ~6.1!

The complementary ‘‘momentum space’’ probability distribution is~assumingG to be compact! a
discrete set of probabilities indexed by the quantum numbersJMN and given by@cf. Eq. ~A14!#

ucJMNu25u^JMNuc&u2. ~6.2!

The common normalization states that

ici25E
G

dguc~g!u25 (
JMN

ucJMNu251. ~6.3!

At first glance we might suppose that, givenuc&, the corresponding Wigner distributionW(¯)
should be a real function withg and JMN ~coordinates and quantized momenta! as arguments,
bilinear inc ~more precisely involving onec factor and onec* factor!, such that integration ove
g yields ucJMNu2 while summation overJMN yields uc(g)u2. This would be a natural way in
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which the marginals~6.1! and ~6.2! are reproduced. However, we should also require covaria
under both~left and right! actions byG on c: the choice of the arguments inW(¯) should allow
for a natural linear transformation law under each of the changesc(g)→c(g1

21g) and c(g)
→c(gg2) in c. Now the momentum space amplitudescJMN of c transform linearly as follows
@cf. Eq. ~A14!#:

uc8&5V~g1!uc&, c8~g!5c~g1
21g!,

cJMN8 5(
M8

D MM8
J

~g1!* cJM8N ,

~6.4!

uc9&5Ṽ~g2!uc&, c9~g!5c~gg2!,

cJMN9 5(
N8

D N8N
J

~g2
21!* cJMN8 .

Thus in each case there is a linear mixing of the componentscJMN for fixed J at thec level.
Remembering thatW(¯) should involve the bilinear expressionscc* , a little reflection shows
that it would be too narrow to imagine that the Wigner distribution should be some real fun
W(g;JMN): there would be too few momentum space arguments to support the changes~6.4! in
c in a reasonable manner.

There is another way in which this situation could be described. As we have already p
out in Sec. V, an essential new feature is that now the analogue of the single momentum e
upI & in Cartesian quantum mechanics is a multidimensional object, an entire UIR ofG; actually in

the regular representation even more since bothĴ’s and Ĵ̃’s have to be represented. In this sen
with a general Lie groupG different fromR n, there is a genuine asymmetry between positio
and momenta. While the analogue of position eigenstate remains one dimensional,uqI & being

replaced byug&, the momentum operators constitute the noncommutative algebra ofĴ’s and Ĵ̃’s,
leading to the quantum numbersJMN where onlyJ remains fixed.~Incidentally the first part of
this statement is not in conflict with the fact thatG itself may be non-Abelian. In local coordinate
qr for G, the ideal ketug& may be written asuqI &, and all theq’s are simultaneously diagonal.! Out
of all the momentum operators, a complete commuting set consists of the~shared! Casimir op-

erators formed out of theĴ’s, and separately out of theĴ̃’s, accounting forJ in the setJMN; a
maximal commuting subset of theĴ’s, supplying some of the labels inM ; a similar maximal

commuting subset of theĴ̃’s supplying the analogous labels inN; and further nonlinear mutually

commuting expressions inĴ’s ~respectively,Ĵ̃’s) to account for the remaining labels inM ~re-
spectively,N). The main point is that in the process of obtaining the marginal distribution~6.2!
upon integrating the Wigner distribution with respect to its argumentg, we should expect at firs
to get something like a density matrix within theJth subspace of momentum labels, and then up
going to the diagonal elements recover the probabilitiesucJMNu2. The transformation laws~6.4!
can already be written in a matrix form~at the level ofc, not of the density matrix! thus,

c (J)5~cJMN!:uc&→V~g1!Ṽ~g2!uc&⇒c (J)→D J~g1!* c (J)D J~g2
21!* . ~6.5!

Since the individual probabilitiesucJMNu2 do not transform linearly among themselves under s
G actions, but do bring in off-diagonal quantities, the structure of the Wigner distribution
inevitably reflect this fact.

Based on these considerations we now list the basic desired properties for the Wigner
bution W(¯) associated with a given normalizeduc&PH ~for simplicity the dependence of th
former on the latter is left implicit! initially as
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c~g!PH→W~g;JMN M8N8!,
~6.6a!

W~g;JMN M8N8!* 5W~g;JM8N8 MN!,

E
G

dg W~g;JMN MN!5ucJMNu2,

~6.6b!

(
JMN

W~g;JMN MN!5uc~g!u2,

c8~g!5c~g1
21g!→W8~g;JMN M8N8!

5 (
M1M18

D MM1

J ~g1!DM8M
18

J
~g1!* W~g1

21g;JM1N M18N8!, ~6.6c!

c9~g!5c~gg2!→W9~g;JMN M8N8!

5 (
N1N18

W~gg2 ;JMN1M 8N18!D N1N
J ~g2

21!D N
18N8

J
~g2

21!* . ~6.6d!

One can see that the covariance conditions~6.6c! and~6.6d! are compatible with the transforma
tion laws ~6.4! for cJMN and the requirement~6.6b! for reproduction of the marginals. Actuall
one has little option but to extend the requirement in the first of Eq.~6.6b! to read

E
G

dg W~g;JMN M8N8!5cJMN* cJM8N8 . ~6.7!

Upon then settingM 85M ,N85N here one recovers the true probabilitiesucJMNu2. To all of the
above we add a natural condition thatW be of the general structurecc* .

We now propose the following form for the Wigner distribution:

W~g;JMNM8N8!5NJE
G

dg8E
G

dg9 d~g21s~g8,g9!!D MN
J ~g8!c~g8!* D M8N8

J
~g9!* c~g9!.

~6.8!

This involves a group elements(g8,g9)PG depending on two arguments also drawn fromG,
which must have suitable covariance and other properties. The set of conditions~6.6a!–~6.6d!, and
~6.7! now translates into a set of requirements on this functions:G3G→G which are

g8,g9PG→s~g8,g9!PG,

s~g8,g9!5s~g9,g8!,
~6.9!

s~g8,g8!5g8,

s~g1g8g2
21 ,g1g9g2

21!5g1s~g8,g9!g2
21 .

Any choice of a function s(g8,g9) obeying these conditions leads to an acceptable definition
Wigner distribution for quantum mechanics on a (compact) Lie group G.

The second and third lines of Eq.~6.9! suggest that we views(g8,g9) as a kind of symmetric
square root of the product of two~generally noncommuting! group elementsg8,g9PG. The
covariance conditions in the last line help us simplify the problem to the choice of a su
function s0(g8) of a single argument drawn fromG, obeying conditions that ensure~6.9!,
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s~e,g!5s0~g!,

s~g8,g9!5g8s0~g821g9!,

s0~e!5e, ~6.10!

s0~g21!5g21s0~g!,

s0~g8gg821!5g8s0~g!g821.

It is a consequence of these conditions ons0(g) that

s0~g!g5gs0~g!. ~6.11!

We now present a solution to the above problem in the case of a compact simple Lie groG.
Any such group carries a unique Riemannian metric defined in terms of the structure con
and possessing left and right translation invariances. We shall content ourselves with a
coordinate description and use the notations of Eqs.~4.12!–~4.17!. Admitting the over use of the
letter g, at the identity the metric tensor has components

grs~0!52 f ru
v f sv

u, ~6.12!

the negative sign ensuring that the matrix (grs(0)) is positive definite. This tensor is checked to b
invariant under the action by the adjoint representation

D r
u~g!D s

v~g!guv~0!5grs~0!. ~6.13!

At a general pointg(q)PG we obtaingrs(q) by shifting grs(0) as a tensor tog(q) using either
left or right translation; on account of~6.13! the two results are the same and we find

grs~q!5ju
r~q!jv

s~q!guv~0!5 j̃u
r~q!j̃v

s~q!guv~0!. ~6.14!

Geodesics inG are curves of minimum length with respect to the above Riemannian me
As is well known, both left and right translations,Lg andRg , applied pointwise map geodesic
onto geodesics. Thus ifg(q(s))PG is a solution to the variational problem

dE
s1

s2
dsS grs~q~s!!

dqr~s!

ds

dqs~s!

ds D 1/2

50, ~6.15!

where we assume an affine parametrization is chosen so that

grs~q~s!!
dqr~s!

ds

dqs~s!

ds
5const, ~6.16!

then bothLg1
g(q(s)) andRg2

g(q(s)) are solutions to the same variational problem.
We now use geodesics inG to construct the functions0(g). It is a fact that for almost allg

PG ~i.e., except for a set of measure zero!, there is a unique geodesic@minimizing the functional
appearing in Eq.~6.15!# running from the identitye to g. We assume the affine parametrization
normalized so that the geodesic passes throughe at s50 and throughg at s51,

gPG:g~q~0!!5e, g~q~1!!5g. ~6.17!

We then takes0(g) to be the half-way point reached ats51/2,

s0~g!5g~q~1/2!!. ~6.18!
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It is a matter of easy verification that all the conditions~6.10! are indeed obeyed: one has
exploit the natural covariance and other properties of general geodesics. With this we have
the problem of defining Wigner distributions for quantum mechanics on a~compact! Lie group,
possessing all the properties listed in Eqs.~6.6a!–~6.6d!, and~6.7!. The fact thats0(g) is defined
everywhere except possibly on a set of vanishing measure causes no problems in carry
integrations overG, or in recovering the marginals.

It may be pointed out that for a general pair of elementsg8,g9PG ~except in cases amountin
to a set of vanishing measure! there is a unique geodesic running fromg8 to g9, normalized so that
the affine parameter has valuess50 ands51 at start and at finish. This geodesic is the result
applyingLg8 to the geodesic frome to g821g9, or equally well of applyingRg821 to the one from
e to g9g821. In either view,s(g8,g9) is the midpoint of this geodesic, reached ats51/2. More-
over, geodesics passing through the identitye are one-parameter subgroups inG. If we define
s0(g) in Eq. ~6.18! to be the square root of the elementg, we can write the general quantit
s(g8,g9) in these suggestive ways,

s~g8,g9!5g8~g821g9!1/25g9~g921g8!1/25~g9g821!1/2g85~g8g921!1/2g9. ~6.19!

The definition~6.8! of the Wigner distribution associated with a pure statec(g) generalizes to
a mixed state with density operatorr̂,

W~g;JMN M8N8!5NJE
G

dg8E
G

dg9 d~g21s~g8,g9!!^g9ur̂ug8&D MN
J ~g8! D M8N8

J
~g9!* ,

E dg W~g;JMN M8N8!5^JM8N8ur̂uJMN&, ~6.20!

(
JMN

W~g;JMN MN!5^gur̂ug&.

We now verify thatW(g;JMN M8N8) is a faithful representation ofr̂ in the sense that it
contains complete information concerningr̂. This will be shown by developing analogues to t
previous Eqs.~2.13! and ~3.6!; in fact we will find two separate analogues.

The Wigner distribution in Eq.~6.20! transforms according to Eqs.~6.6c! and ~6.6d! under
independent left and right translations. By settingN5N8 and then summing overN, we obtain,
using ~A9!, a slightly simpler function,W̃ say, corresponding to the density operatorr̂,

W̃~g;JMM8!5(
N

W~g;JMN M8N!

5NJE
G

dg8E
G

dg9 d~g21s~g8,g9!!^g9ur̂ug8&D MM8
J

~g8g921! . ~6.21!

This auxiliary function is invariant under right translations except for a change of argumeg
→gg2 , while under left translations it transforms in a manner similar to Eq.~6.6d!. Now consider
two density operatorsr̂1 andr̂2 , with associated functionsW̃1 andW̃2 . It can then be shown tha
we can obtain Tr(r̂1r̂2) from W̃1 andW̃2 by summing over all the arguments,

(
JMM8

NJ
21E dg W̃1~g;JMM8!W̃2~g;JM8M !5Tr~ r̂1r̂2!. ~6.22!

The proof is presented in Appendix B. Since any density operatorr̂1 is fully determined by the
traces of its products with all other density operatorsr̂2 , we can see that even the simpler functi
W̃(g;JMM8) fully characterizesr̂.
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Obviously another analogue to Eqs.~2.13! and ~3.6! can be obtained by interchanging th
roles of left and right translations in the above. If in place of~6.21! we define

W5 ~g;JNN8!5(
M

W~g;JMN MN8!

5NJE
G

dg8E
G

dg9 d~g21s~g8,g9!!^g9ur̂ug8&D N8N
J

~g921g8!, ~6.23!

then for two density operatorsr̂1 , r̂2 we have

(
JNN8

NJ
21E dg W5 1~g;JNN8!W5 2~g;JN8N!5Tr~ r̂1r̂2!. ~6.24!

The conclusion we can draw, in interesting contrast to the Cartesian and Abelian cases,
In order to be able to recover the marginal probability distributions^gur̂ug&, ^JMNur̂uJMN& in
natural ways and also to have simple transformation behaviors under both left and right tr
tions onG, we need to define the Wigner distribution as in Eqs.~6.8! and~6.20! with independent
argumentsg J M N M8 N8. However, this object captures information contained inr̂ in an over
complete manner, sincer̂ is in fact completely determined in principle already byW̃(g;JMM8)
@or W5 (g;JNN8)]. All this is traceable to the fact that for non-AbelianG, the UIR’s are in genera
multidimensional, so the concept of momentum eigenstate is also a multidimensional set o
tors.

VII. RECOVERY OF THE CARTESIAN AND ANGLE-ANGULAR MOMENTUM CASES,
AND THE SU„2… CASE

We now indicate briefly how the known earlier results of Secs. II and III can be immedi
recovered from the definitions of the preceding section. The expression~6.8! for the Wigner
distributionW(g; JMNM8N8) uses the functions(g8,g9) depending symmetrically on the grou
elementsg8,g9, and is itself a group element obeying the conditions in~6.9!. For the case of a
compact simple Lie groupG with nontrivial Cartan–Killing metric and associated geodesics,
have found a solution fors(g8,g9) in terms of the mid point rule. If howeverG is Abelian we can
directly give an elementary solution fors(g8,g9) not using the geodesic construction at all.

For Cartesian quantum mechanics we haveG5R n, which is Abelian. Consequently eac
UIR of G is one-dimensional and corresponds to a definite numerical momentum vector

qI PG→eiqI •pI /\,pI PR n. ~7.1!

We can regard the continuous vectorpI PR n ~actually dual toG, the space of characters! as
the analogue of the labelJ of the preceding section, and as each UIR is one dimensional the
no need and no room for the labelsM N M8 N8. If we present the usual definition~2.11! in the
form

W~qI ,pI !5~2p\!2nE
R n

dnq8E
R n

dnq9 d (n)~qI 2sI~qI 8,qI 9!!^qI 9ur̂uqI 8&

3exp~ iqI 8•pI /\!exp~2 iqI 9•pI /\!,

~7.2!
sI~qI 8,qI 9!5 1

2 ~qI 81qI 9!,

we see that all the conditions~6.9! are indeed obeyed and this familiar case is seen to be a sp
case of our general construction.
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The key point is that our construction of the Wigner distribution only depends on finding
group elements(g8,g9). We may use the geodesic construction if it is available, but can use
other method if a metric onG and geodesics are not available.

Turning to the compact caseG5SO(2), this is again Abelian, so each UIR is one dime
sional,

uPG→eimu, m50,61,62,... . ~7.3!

We can now write the Wigner distribution~3.6! as

W~u,m!5
1

2p E
2p

p

du8E
2p

p

du9 d~u2s~u8,u9!!^u9ur̂uu8&exp~ imu8!exp~2 imu9! ,

s~u8,u9!5 1
2 ~u81u9! mod 2p, ~7.4!

and again see that it falls into our general pattern.
Finally we present briefly the structure and some significant features of Wigner functio

the caseG5SU(2), in asense the simplest yet archetypal compact non-Abelian Lie group.
the method of geodesics is essential for the construction. We recall very rapidly the basic
tions and notations concerning SU~2!, emphasizing the four-dimensional geometric aspects av
able in this case

The defining representation of SU~2! is via 232 unitary unimodular matrices, which lead
immediately to the identification of the group manifold withS3, the real unit sphere in four
dimensional Euclidean spaceR 4. We shall exploit this way of picturing SU~2!. We denote group
elements in the abstract bya,b,a8,b8,... , these symbols also standing for points onS3:

a5~am!PS3, m50,1,2,3,
~7.5!

amam5a0
21aI •aI 51.

The spatial part (a1 ,a2 ,a3) of (am) is denoted byaI . Inverses and products of group elements
denoted bya21,ab, respectively.~The group elementab is to be carefully distinguished from th
four vector inner producta•b which is a real number.! Then in the defining representation th
matrix corresponding toaPSU(2) is

u~a!5a0•I 2 i aI •sI 5S l m

2m* l* D ,

~7.6!
l5a02 ia3 , m52~a21 ia1!.

HeresI 5(s1 ,s2 ,s3) are the Pauli matrices. The inverse arises by reversing the sign ofaI ,

u~a!215u~a21!5u~a0 ,2aI !5a0•I 1 iaI •sI . ~7.7!

The group multiplication law is subsumed in the description of left and right translations, ea
which is realized by elements of SO~4!:

u~a!u~b!5u~ab!5u~L~a!b!,

L~a!5S a0 2a1 2a2 2a3

a1 a0 2a3 a2

a2 a3 a0 2a1

a3 2a2 a1 a0

D PSO~4!, ~7.8a!
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u~b!u~a21!5u~ba21!5u~R~a!b!,
~7.8b!

R~a!5S a0 a1 a2 a3

2a1 a0 2a3 a2

2a2 a3 a0 2a1

2a3 2a2 a1 a0

D PSO~4!;

L~a!L~b!5L~ab!, R~a!R~b!5R~ab!,
~7.8c!

L~a!R~b!5R~b!L~a!.

Each of these mutually commuting sets$L(a)%,$R(a)% faithfully represents SU~2! via SO~4!
matrices. The only common elements correspond toa5(61,0I ) leading to the two matricesZ2

5$6I % within SO~4!. This leads to the familiar statement

SO~4!5SU~2!3SU~2!/Z2 . ~7.9!

We mention these details since the general covariance requirements in Eqs.~6.6c! and ~6.6d!
require them.

The relation to the Euler angles parametrization is given by

u~a!5e2 ~ i /2! as3e2 ~ i /2! bs2e2 ~ i /2! gs3,

a02 ia35cosb/2 e2 i (a1g)/2,
~7.10!

a21 ia15sinb/2 ei (g2a)/2,

0<a<2p, 0<b<p, 0<g<4p.

We can regarda, b, g as angular coordinates overS3, though because of the occurrence of h
angles they are not quite the natural generalization of spherical polar angles fromS2 to S3. The
invariant line element (ds)2 on S3, the invariant normalized volume element da on SU~2!, and the
element of solid angle dV(a) on S3 can all be easily worked out,

~ds!25dam dam5ud~a02 ia3!u21ud~a21 ia1!u2

5 1
4 ~~da!21~db!21~dg!212 cosb da dg!, ~7.11a!

da5
1

2p2 dV~a!5
1

16p2 da sinb db dg. ~7.11b!

It is clear that the above line element onS3 is the one induced from the Euclidean line eleme
in R 4, hence the corresponding geodesics are great circle arcs. Such arcs are carried i
another by both left and right SU~2! translations—the SO~4! invariance of (ds)2 along with Eq.
~7.9! make this obvious. Therefore, ifa,b are any two points ofS3 @any two elements of SU~2!#
which are not diagonally opposite one another@u(a)Þ2u(b)#, the~shorter! geodesic connecting
them is the affinely parametrized curve

a~u!5a cosu1~b2a a•b!sinu/A12~a•b!2,
~7.12!

0<u<u05cos21~a•b!P@0,p!.

Along this geodesic we have (ds)25(du)2, and the midpoint is given by
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2 D5~a1b!/A2~11a•b! ~7.13!

which is geometrically obvious.
The Dirac delta function accompanying the volume element da on SU~2! may be written as

d(a,b) involving two group elements, or in a more compact form asd(a21b). Its properties are
summarized by

E
SU(2)

db d~a,b! f ~b![E
S3

dV~b!

2p2 d~a,b! f ~b!5 f ~a!,

i.e.,

E
S3

dV~b! d~a,b! f ~b!52p2f ~a! ~7.14!

for suitable test functionsf (b). We can equally well regardd(a,b) as a delta function on SU~2!
or on S3. In terms of Euler angles we have

a→~a,b,g!, b→~a8,b8,g8!,
~7.15!

d~a,b!516p2d~a82a!d~b82b!d~g82g!/sinb.

The last item in this resume concerns the matricesDmm8
j (a) representing SU~2! elements in

the various UIR’s. The ranges of the UIR labelj and magnetic quantum numbersm,m8 are, as
usual,j 50,1/2,1,3/2,..., m,m85 j , j 21,...,2 j . Then with canonical basis vectorsu jm& in the j th
UIR and Hermitian generatorsJ1 ,J2 ,J3 we have from the quantum theory of angul
momentum,23

Dmm8
j

~a!5^ jmue2 iaJ3e2 ibJ2e2 igJ3u jm8&5e2 ima2 im8gdmm8
j

~b!,

dmm8
j

~b!5^ jmue2 ibJ2u jm8&

5A~ j 1m8!! ~ j 2m8!!

~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!! S sin
b

2 D m82mS cos
b

2 D m81m

Pj 2m8
(m82m,m81m)

~cosb!, ~7.16!

where theP’s are the Jacobi polynomials. The orthogonality and completeness properties of
D-functions are

E
SU(2)

da Dmm8
j

~a!* Dm9m-
j 8 ~a!5~2 j 11!21 d j j 8dmm9dm8m- ,

~7.17!

(
j 50,1/2,1,...

(
m,m852 j

j

~2 j 11!Dmm8
j

~a! Dmm8
j

~b!* 5d~a,b!5d~a21b!.

With these details in place we can proceed to the definition of the Wigner distribution.
Hilbert space of Schro¨dinger wave functions is

H5L2~SU~2!!5H c~a!PCUaPSU~2!,ici25E
SU(2)

da uc~a!u2,`J . ~7.18!

GivencPH, the corresponding Wigner distribution is obtained by specializing Eqs.~6.8!, ~6.10!,
and ~6.18! to this case and using Eq.~7.13! above,
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W~a; jmn m8n8!5
~2 j 11!

4p4 E
S3

dV~a8!E
S3

dV~a9! dS a,
a81a9

A2~11a8•a9!
D

3Dmn
j ~a8!c~a8!* Dm8n8

j
~a9!* c~a9!. ~7.19!

The occurrence of the midpoint of the geodesic froma8 to a9 within the delta function is to be
noted. We see immediately that the marginals are properly reproduced,

E da W~a; jmn m8n8!5c jm8n8c jmn* ,

c jmn5
A2 j 11

2p2 E dV~a! Dmn
j ~a!* c~a!, ~7.20a!

(
jmn

W~a; jmn mn!5uc~a!u2. ~7.20b!

Since the integrations involved in Eq.~7.19! are nontrivial, we limit ourselves to pointing ou
some qualitative features of the SU~2! Wigner distribution~7.19! which distinguish it from the
Cartesian case as well as from earlier treatments of this problem.

~a! The appearance of all the argumentsa jmn m8n8 in the Wigner distribution is essentia
to be able to satisfy the covariance laws~6.6c! and~6.6d! under independent left and right SU~2!
translations, and to reproduce the configuration space and momentum space marginal pro
distributions as in Eq.~7.20!. In this respect the situation is markedly different from earl
approaches to the SU~2! Wigner distribution problem,4 where attention was limited to states with
some fixed~finite dimensional! UIR of SU~2! and the density matrix was expanded in the co
plete set of unit tensor operators within that UIR.

~b! If we consider as an idealized limit the case ofc(a) becoming a position eigenstate, th
Wigner distribution simplifies as follows:

c~a!→d~a,a(0)!,
~7.21!

W~a; jmn m8n8!5
~2 j 11!

4p4 d~a,a(0)! Dmn
j ~a(0)! Dm8n8

j
~a(0)!* .

This retains a dependence on the momentum variablesjmn m8n8. This is in contrast to the
~one-dimensional! Cartesian case where from Eq.~2.10! we find

c~q!→d~q2q0!, W~q,p!5
1

h
d~q2q0!, ~7.22!

showing nop dependence.
~c! Similarly if we considerc(a) to be a~normalized! linear combination ofDm0n0

j 0 (a) over

m0 n0 for some fixedj 0 , the Wigner distribution has a nontrivial dependence on all its ar
ments, andin particular is generally nonvanishing for jÞ j 0 . In the Cartesian case, in contrast, w
have, similar to Eq.~7.22!,

c~q!→ 1

h1/2eip0q, W~q,p!5
1

h
d~p2p0!, ~7.23!

concentrated atp5p0 and independent ofq.
All these features can be attributed to the non-Abelian nature of SU~2!.
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VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have discussed the problem of setting up Wigner distributions for the states of a qu
system whose configuration space is a general non-Abelian Lie groupG, and have given a
complete solution for the case thatG is compact. Many new features compared to the fami
Abelian case whereG5R n have appeared. For emphasis we repeat some of them here: whi
classical phase spaceT* G associated toG already brings in interesting structural aspects, in
quantum case the Wigner distribution is not a function defined on the classicalT* G. Instead it is
a function of a classical unquantized group elementgPG playing the role of coordinate variable
and quantized momenta consisting of labelsJ M NM8 N8 associated with all the UIR’s ofG. The
analogues of the familiar Heisenberg canonical commutation relations are now much more
cate, and the ideas of momentum eigenstates and momentum eigenvalues have to be un
with some care. While the distributionW(g; JMN M8N8) associated with a givenr̂ transforms
nicely under left and right group actions, and reproduces the marginal probability distribu
satisfactorily, it describesr̂ in an over complete manner.

The points of view of the present work suggest that we also consider quantum systems
covariance group is a given Lie groupG, even if G is not the configuration space. These ar
naturally if the configuration space is a coset spaceG/H, whereH is some Lie subgroup ofG. In
that case there is only one~say left! action ofG on G/H, rather than two independent mutual
commuting actions. Action byG remains significant, and we would like to set up Wigner dis
butions for wave functions belonging toL2(G/H). Such UR’s ofG are typically much smaller
than the regular representation.

Going beyond coset space representations, we have yet other physically interesting
typified for example by the Schwinger oscillator representation of SU~2!. Similar constructions are
easily made for SU~3!, etc.24 These are not representations on spacesL2(G/H) for any choice of
H; yet because of their use in various physical problems it is worthwhile to be able to s
Wigner distributions for them too.

We intend to examine some of these problems elsewhere.

APPENDIX A: THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES

We assemble here some familiar facts concerning the regular representation of a comp
group, to settle notations and as preparation for setting up further operator structures. We
that the Lie groupG under consideration possesses a left and right translation and inve
invariant volume element, dg say, so that the integral of a~complex valued! function f (g) overG
has the properties

E
G

dg f~g!5E
G

dg ~ f ~g21! or f ~g8g! or f ~gg8!!, ~A1!

whereg8 is any fixed element inG. For the compact case we normalize dg so that

E
G

dg51. ~A2!

With such a measure the carrier space for the unitary regular representation ofG is the Hilbert
spaceH5L2(G) defined as in Eq.~4.32!,

H5H c~g!PCUici25E
G

dguc~g!u2,`J . ~A3!

A Dirac delta function can be defined with suitable invariance properties,
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E
G

dg f~g! d~g!5E
G

dg f~g! d~g21!5 f ~e!,

~A4!

E
G

dg f~g! d~gg821 or g21g8 or g821g or g8g21!5 f ~g8!.

We can introduce a convenient set of ideal basis vectors forH such that the wave functionc(g)
is the overlap ofuc& with one of these,

c~g!5^guc&,

^g8ug&5d~g8g21!,

E
G

dgug&^gu51 on H. ~A5!

The groupG can be unitarily represented onH in two mutually commuting ways, by left o
by right translations. We denote the corresponding operators byV(g),Ṽ(g) and define them by

V~g8!ug&5ug8g&,
~A6!

Ṽ~g8!ug&5ugg821&.

Both of them are unitary and obey the composition and commutation relations

V~g2!V~g1!5V~g2g1!,

Ṽ~g2!Ṽ~g1!5Ṽ~g2g1!, ~A7!

V~g1!Ṽ~g2!5Ṽ~g2!V~g1!.

On wave functions the effects are as given in Eq.~4.33!,

~V~g8!c!~g!5c~g821g!,
~A8!

~Ṽ~g8!c!~g!5c~gg8!.

These are infinite dimensional reducible UR’s ofG; and in the compact case, according to t
Peter–Weyl theorem, each of them contains every UIR ofG as often as its dimension. Motivate
by the notations in the case of SU~2!, we shall use symbolsJ,J8,J1 ,J2 ,... to label the various
UIR’s of G ~some of which may not be faithful!; so in fact J stands for several independe
discrete or quantized labels, as many as the rank ofG. Within the Jth UIR, in some chosen
orthonormal basis, we label rows and columns by indicesM ,N,M 8N8,... . Once again each o
these stands for a collection of discrete labels: for instance the eigenvalues of as many com
generators as the rank ofG, plus further eigenvalues of chosen commuting nonlinear polynom
in the generators. In theJth UIR, we writeD MN

J (g) for the unitary representation matrices. The
obey composition, orthogonality and completeness relations:

(
M8

D MM8
J

~g8!D M8N
J

~g!5D MN
J ~g8g!, ~A9!

E
G

dg D M8N8
J8 ~g!* D MN

J ~g!5dJ8JdM8MdN8N /NJ , ~A10!
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JMN

NJD MN
J ~g!D MN

J ~g8!* 5d~g21g8!. ~A11!

HereNJ is the dimension of theJth UIR. With the help of these matrices we can introduce ano
orthonormal basis forH which explicitly accomplishes the simultaneous reduction of both U
V(•),Ṽ(•) into irreducibles. These basis vectors and their main properties are

uJMN&5NJ
1/2E

G
dg D MN

J ~g!ug&,

^guJMN&5NJ
1/2D MN

J ~g!,
~A12!

^J8M 8N8uJMN&5dJ8JdM8MdN8N ,

(
JMN

uJMN&^JMNu51 on H.

Under action byV(•),Ṽ(•) they transform among themselves conservingJ,

V~g!uJMN&5(
M8

D MM8
J

~g21!uJM8N&,

~A13!

Ṽ~g!uJMN&5(
N8

D N8N
J

~g!uJMN8&.

Therefore inuJMN& the indexN counts the multiplicity of occurrence of theJth UIR in the
reduction ofV(•), and the indexM performs a similar function in the reduction ofṼ(•). A
generaluc& can be expanded in either basis and we have

uc&5E
G

dg c~g!ug&5 (
JMN

cJMNuJMN&,

cJMN5^JMNuc&5NJ
1/2E

G
dg D MN

J ~g!* c~g!,

ici25E
G

dg uc~g!u25 (
JMN

ucJMNu2. ~A14!

Towards getting projections onto individual vectorsuJMN& we set up the Fourier componen
of V(•) and Ṽ(•) as follows:

PJMN5NJE
G

dg D MN
J ~g!V~g!,

P̃JMN5NJE
G

dg D MN
J ~g21!Ṽ~g!. ~A15!

With respect to Hermitian conjugation the indices get interchanged,

PJMN
† 5PJNM , P̃JMN

† 5 P̃JNM , ~A16!

and their composition and multiplication laws are
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PJ8M8N8PJMN5dJ8JdN8MPJM8N ,

P̃J8M8N8P̃JMN5dJ8JdM8NP̃JMN8 , ~A17!

PJMNP̃J8M8N85 P̃J8M8N8PJMN .

Their actions on the two complementary bases forH are immediate,

PJ8M8N8uJMN&5dJ8JdN8MuJM8N&,

P̃J8M8N8uJMN&5dJ8JdM8NuJMN8&,
~A18!

PJMNug&5NJ
1/2(

N8
D N8N

J
~g21!uJMN8&,

P̃JMNug&5NJ
1/2(

M8
D MM8

J
~g21!uJM8N&.

Therefore the projections ontouJMN& are

uJMN&^JMNu5PJMMP̃JNN , ~A19!

and we have the completeness identities

(
M

PJMM5(
M

P̃JMM ,

~A20!

(
JM

PJMM5(
JM

P̃JMM51 on H.

Now we proceed to a construction of certain operators directly relevant to the Wigner d
bution problem. Here we will be guided by analogy to what is done for the~one degree of
freedom! q̂– p̂ pair and theû –M̂ pair, as recounted in Secs. II and III. In these cases we know
the unitary Weyl exponentialsU(s)5exp(isq̂), V(t)5exp(2itp̂) and U(n)5exp(inû), V(t)
5exp(2itM̂) play important roles. It is seen that it is natural here to regards(n) as a typical
eigenvalue ofp̂(M̂ ) andt @in R or in (2p,p)] as a typical eigenvalue ofq̂( û). Now the operator
V(t) has been generalized in the Lie group situation to thetwo families V(g),Ṽ(g). These are
indeed exponentials of the ‘‘momentum operators:’’ if the group elementg is expressed as th
exponential of an element inGI , then V(g) and Ṽ(g) are corresponding exponentials in the
generators~4.34! obeying~4.29!:

g5exp~t r er !:V~g!5exp~2 i t r Ĵr !,

Ṽ~g!5exp~2 i t r Ĵ̃r !. ~A21!

With t r as coordinates forg, these are precisely exponentials in momenta. To genera
U(s),U(n) we recall on the other hand that now a typical ‘‘momentum eigenvalue’’ is
collection of quantum numbersJMN associated with a subspace ofH supporting a UIR of the

Ĵr , Ĵ̃r . This suggests that the generalization ofU(s),U(n) must be an operator diagonal in th
‘‘coordinate’’ or ug& basis, and labeled byJMN: it must be a function of the coordinates alon
Based on this reasoning, we define operatorsUJMN by
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UJMNug&5D MN
J ~g!ug&,

~A22!
^guUJMN5D MN

J ~g!^gu.

Their adjoints are also diagonal in this basis,

UJMN
† ug&5D MN

J ~g!* ug&,
~A23!

^guUJMN
† 5D MN

J ~g!* ^gu,

and unitarity is expressed in a matrix sense,

(
M

UJMN
† UJMN85(

M
UJNM

† UJN8M5dN8N•1 on H. ~A24!

Being simultaneously diagonal, the commutators vanish,

@UJMN ,UJ8M8N8#5@UJMN ,UJ8M8N8
†

#50. ~A25!

Completeness of theD-functionsD MN
J (g) as expressed in Eq.~A11! now means that the operato

$UJMN% form a ~linear! basis for the commutative algebraÂ. In fact the map~4.27! from the
classical algebraA to the quantizedÂ can be made explicit,

f PA: f ~g!5 (
JMN

f JMND MN
J ~g!→

f̂ 5 (
JMN

f JMNUJMNPÂ. ~A26!

The relations connecting$UJMN% to V(•),Ṽ(•) are easily worked out,

V~g!UJMNV~g!215(
M8

D MM8
J

~g21!UJM8N ,

Ṽ~g!UJMNṼ~g!215(
N8

D N8N
J

~g!UJMN8 . ~A27!

What remains are expressions for the product of twoU ’s, and the action of aU on uJMN&. For
both these, the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients forG have to be brought in.

Let the reduction of the direct product of theJth andJ8th UIR’s of G contain various UIR’s
J9 with various multiplicities. This means that we have a family of Clebsch–Gordan coeffic
carrying three sets ofJ–M labels and in addition a multiplicity indexl, say; and they obey two
sets of unitarity conditions,

(
M ,M8

CMM8M9
JJ8J9l* CMM8M-

JJ8J-l8 5dJ9J-dll8dM9M- ,

(
J9lM9

CMM8M9
JJ8J9l* CNN8M9

JJ8J9l
5dMNdM8N8 . ~A28!

Using these coefficients the product of twoD-functions decomposes into a sum
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D MN
J ~g!D M8N8

J8 ~g!5 (
J9lM9N9

CMM8M9
JJ8J9l* CNN8N9

JJ8J9lD M9N9
J9 ~g!. ~A29!

In all these relations the multiplicity indexl accompanying the ‘‘final’’ UIRJ9 runs over as many
values as the number of timesJ9 occurs in the product ofJ andJ8; and at each stage we hav
manifest unitary invariance under changes in the choice ofl’s. Combining Eq.~A29! in turn with
Eqs. ~A12! and ~A22! we immediately get the results for the products of twoUJMN’s and the
action of aUJMN on a stateuJ8M 8N8&,

UJMNUJ8M8N85 (
J9lM9N9

CMM8M9
JJ8J9l* CNN8N9

JJ8J9lUJ9M9N9 ,

UJMNuJ8M 8N8&5 (
J9lM9N9

ANJ8
NJ9

CMM8M9
JJ8J9l* CNN8N9

JJ8J9luJ9M 9N9&. ~A30!

The unitary invariance with respect tol is manifest.
Thus we have expressions~A6! and ~A22! for the actions ofU,...,V(•),Ṽ(•) on ug&, and

expressions~A30! and ~A13! for their actions onuJMN&.
Last we consider the question of setting up in a natural way a complete trace orthonorm

of operators onH5L2(G), involving theU ’s, V’s, andṼ’s in a ‘‘symmetrical’’ manner. In the
Cartesian case the phase space displacement operators

ei (sq̂2t p̂)5eisq̂e2 i t p̂e2 ist/25e2 i t p̂eisq̂eist/2 ~A31!

give us such a system, and they are basic to the Weyl correspondence. Already in theû –M̂ case
we know from Eqs.~3.5a! and ~3.5b! that we have to work with the operators

ein ûe2 i tM̂e2 int/25e2 i tM̂ein ûeint/2, ~A32!

which are again complete and trace orthonormal, but we can no longer write these as
exponentials. In the case of generalG, this latter trend continues. Generalizing from the kno
examples, we now define a family of operators labeled bygPG together withJMN, as follows:

D̂~g;JMN!5V~g!UJMN5(
M8

D MM8
J

~g21!UJM8NV~g!. ~A33!

It is easy to show trace orthogonality, using Eqs.~A6! and ~A22!,

Tr~D̂~g8;J8M 8N8!†D̂~g;JMN!!5E
G

dg9^g9uUJ8M8N8
† V~g8!21V~g!UJMNug9&

5E
G

dg9 D M8N8
J8 ~g9!* D MN

J ~g9!^g9uV~g821g!ug9&

5d~g821g!dJ8JdM8MdN8N /NJ . ~A34!

As for completeness we begin with

D̂~g;JMN!ug8&5D MN
J ~g8!ugg8&, ~A35!

multiply both sides byNJD MN
J (g9)* , sum onJMN and use Eq.~A11! to get
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JMN

NJD MN
J ~g9!* D̂~g;JMN!ug8&5d~g921g8!ugg8&5ugg9&^g9ug8&. ~A36!

Peeling offug8& and then replacinggg9 by g8 we get

ug8&^g9u5 (
JMN

NJD MN
J ~g9!* D̂~g8g921;JMN!. ~A37!

This shows, albeit in a somewhat formal manner, that any operator onH can be linearly expanded
in the setD̂(g;JMN). If in Eq. ~A33! we useṼ(•) in place ofV(•) we get the alternative results

D̂̃~g;JMN!5Ṽ~g!UJMN5(
N8

D N8N
J

~g!UJMN8Ṽ~g!, ~A38!

Tr~ D̂̃~g8;J8M 8N8!†D̂̃~g;JMN!!5d~g821g! dJ8JdM8MdN8N /NJ , ~A39!

ug8&^g9u5 (
JMN

NJD MN
J ~g9!* D̂̃~g9g821;JMN!. ~A40!

One can ask whether similar completeness statements can be developed for outer pro
vectors of the formuJMN&^J8M 8N8u. This is indeed possible, but the expressions are somew
unwieldy and involve the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients explicity, so we omit them.

The results~A38!–~A40! prove that the representation ofÂ,V(•) andṼ(•) on H5L2(G) is
irreducible, since any operator onH is expressible as a linear combination of the operat

D̂(g;JMN) @or D̂̃(g;JMN)].

APPENDIX B

Here we briefly outline the proofs for Eqs.~6.22! and ~6.24! and also derive some usefu
relations similar in form to those known in the Cartesian and angle-angular momentum ca

To prove~6.22!, consider its left-hand side~LHS!:

(
JMM8

NJ
21E dgW̃1~g;JMM8!W̃2~g;JM8M !. ~B1!

On substituting forW̃ using~6.21! and carrying out the summation overJMM8 using~A11!, this
expression becomes

E dgE dg18E dg19E dg28E dg29^g19ur̂1ug18&

3^g29ur̂2ug28&d~g21s~g18 ,g19!! d~g21s~g28 ,g29!! d~g19g18
21g29g28

21!. ~B2!

Using the fact thatd(gg8)5d(g8g), the third delta function in the integrand can be written
d(g18

21g29g28
21g19) or asd((g29

21g18)
21g28

21g19) which in turn implies that the integral vanishe
unlessg195g28•h;g185g29•h, hPG. This, together with the other two delta functions implies th
h5e. The three delta functions above are therefore equivalent
d(g21s(g18 ,g19)) d(g18

21g29) d(g19
21g28). On carrying out the integrals in~B2! with the help of

these delta functions one obtains the right-hand side~RHS! of ~6.22!.
A similar line of argument can be used to establish the relation~6.24!. Next we show that, in

analogy with the Cartesian and angle-angular momentum cases, the Wigner distribution in~6.20!
corresponding to a density operatorr̂ can be written in the following compact form:
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W~g;JMN M8N8!5Tr@ r̂Ŵ~g;JMNM8N8!#, ~B3!

where the Wigner operatorŴ(g;JMNM8N8) can be expressed in terms of operators related
D̂(g;JMN) as follows:

Ŵ~g;JMNM8N8!5NJD̂1~g;JMN! D D̂1
†~g;JM8N8!. ~B4!

Here

D̂1~g;JMN!5UJMNV~g! ~B5!

5(
M8

D MM8
J

~g!D̂~g;JM8N!, ~B6!

D5E dg (
JMN

NJD MN
J ~e!* D̂0~g;JMN!, ~B7!

D̂0~g;JMN!5(
M8

D MM8
J

~s0~g!!D̂~g;JM8N! ~B8!

5(
M8

D MM8
J

~s0~g21!!D̂1~g;JM8N!. ~B9!

Note that the operatorD̂0(g;JMN) introduced here can be regarded as the analogue ofeipq̂2 iqp̂

[e2 iqp̂eipq̂eipq/2 or of e2 i tM̂ein ûeint/2 in the angle-angular momentum case.
To show~B3!, we note that the RHS of~B3! can be written as

Tr@ r̂Ŵ~g;JMNM8N8!#5E dg1E dg2^g2ur̂ug1&^g1uŴ~g;JMNM8N8!ug2&. ~B10!

Now

^g1uŴ~g;JMNM8N8!ug2&5NJE dg3E dg4^g1uD̂1~g;JMN!ug3&^g3uDug4&

3^g4uD̂1~g;JMN!ug2&, ~B11!

and from the definitions~B5!–~B9! of the operators that occur here it can easily be shown th

^g1uD̂1~g;JMN!ug2&5D MN
J ~g1!d~g1~gg2!21!, ~B12!

^g1uD̂0~g;JMN!ug2&5D MN
J ~s~g1 ,g2!!d~g1~gg2!21!, ~B13!

^g1uDug2&5E dg (
JMN

NJD MN
J ~e!* ^g1uD̂0~g;JMN!ug2&

5E dg (
JMN

NJD MN
J ~e!* D MN

J ~s~g1 ,g2!!d~g1~gg2!21!

5d~s~g1 ,g2!!. ~B14!

Using these in~B11! one obtains
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^g1uŴ~g;JMN,M 8N8!ug2&5NJd~g21s~g1 ,g2!!D MN
J ~g1!D M8N8

J
~g2!* , ~B15!

which when substituted in~B10! yields ~B3!.
On settingN5N8 (M5M 8) in ~B3! and summing overN (M ) we obtain the following

formulas for the simpler Wigner distributions in terms of simpler Wigner operators:

W̃~g;JMM8!5Tr@ r̂ W̃̃
ˆ

~g;JMM8!, ~B16!

W5 ~g;JNN8!5Tr@r W̃̃
ˆ

~g;JNN8!#, ~B17!

where

Ŵ̃~g;JMM8!5(
N

Ŵ~g;JMNM8N!, ~B18!

W̃̃
ˆ

~g;JNN8!5(
M

Ŵ~g;JMNMN8!. ~B19!

The relations~B16! and~B17! can be inverted with the help of~6.22! and~6.24!, respectively,
to obtain

r̂5E dg (
JMM8

1

NJ
W̃~g;JMM8!Ŵ̃~g;JM8M !, ~B20!

r̂5E dg (
JNN8

1

NJ
W5 ~g;JNN8!W̃̃

ˆ
~g;JN8N!. ~B21!

This can be seen as follows. Settingr̂1[r̂ and r̂25ug2&^g1u in ~6.22! and using~B16! for the
second Wigner distribution one obtains

^g1ur̂ug2&5E dg (
JMM8

1

NJ
W̃~g;JMM8!^g1uŴ̃~g;JM8M !ug2&, ~B22!

which on peeling off^g1u and ug2& gives ~B20!. Equation~B21! can be derived in a simila
fashion.
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